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High-frequency data show little slack for labor
Last week was light on economic news and indicators. In the most noteworthy
event of the week, Fed Chair Jerome Powell reiterated that the FOMC intends to
keep monetary policy restrictive for some time as the journey to restore price
stability will be lengthy. Also, consumer sentiment moved up modestly—likely
due to the strong labor market—but it is still being held back by elevated
inflation and recession fears.

Fed Chair warns that monetary policy will be restrictive for some time
Chair Powell said in a question-and-answer session last week that the
disinflationary process is underway but has “a long way to go.” He noted that
rates would be lifted more than current forecasts suggest if job growth
continues at its current pace or inflation begins to climb again, but policymakers
expect both measures to soften for the remainder of the year.

Powell was not overly concerned about the blowout jobs report from January,
noting it merely highlights additional work the FOMC needs to do. To that point,
he reiterated that monetary policy will need to be held at a restrictive level for
“a period of time.” We continue to believe the committee will raise the fed funds
rate at least to the 5.0-5.25 percent range and keep it at that level into 2024.

While a one-month surge in job growth may not ring alarm bells at the Fed, it’s
worth noting that high-frequency employment data has not softened since the
second week of January (the reference week for the January employment
report). The four-week moving average of initial jobless claims for the week
ending February 4 was the lowest since last April and down significantly from
an already-low level in December—when claims were thought to be rising due to
easing labor demand. It seems that even if workers are being laid off, they are
generally able to find employment elsewhere quickly.

Additionally, the advance figures for January’s small business optimism index
showed a rise in firms planning to increase employment, an increase in current
job openings, rising worker compensation, and an increase in the share of firms
reporting few or no qualified job applicants, and more reporting that the quality
of labor is their biggest business problem. All these measures continue to
indicate an extremely tight labor market, with no additional slack having been
created recently.

Mixed consumer sentiment report
The preliminary February reading for the University of Michigan’s consumer
sentiment index showed that consumers feel modestly better about the
economy (the current conditions index climbed to a 14-month high), but the
economic expectations index fell slightly. These movements netted out to a
small uptick in the overall index, the third consecutive monthly increase for
sentiment. The strong labor market is likely driving the more upbeat current
readings, but that effect is being blunted by inflation, which continues to eat
into budgets. Recession fears are holding down the forward outlook, which
should keep spending subdued in the months to come despite rising incomes.

Consumer inflation expectations for the year ahead moved up to 4.2 percent,
although still lower than most readings over the past two years. While
consumers are notoriously poor forecasters of inflation’s magnitude, February’s
increase highlights the continued pressure that high inflation is placing on
households—while reinforcing the Fed’s resolve to bring about price stability as
soon as possible.
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Consumer sentiment index

Initial jobless claims, four-week 
moving average, thousands

The four-week moving average 
for initial jobless claims fell for a 
ninth straight week in early 
February, reaching its lowest 
level since April.

Consumer sentiment climbed due to 
the strength in the labor market, but 
consumers remain concerned about 
an oncoming recession.

Jobless claims remain 
very low

Consumer sentiment 
climbs for third straight 
month
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Retail 
Sales

Jump in auto sales should boost total retail sales
December saw a pullback in retail spending, raising concerns that the economy was losing
momentum with the Fed’s aggressive tightening actions. However, retail sales are expected to be
strong in January due to the pop in personal disposable income driven by the increases in
employee headcount, the average workweek, and average hourly earnings over the month. Rising
big-ticket purchases, especially the sharp 18 percent jump in unit auto sales during January,
should boost the headline sales figure relative to core sales.

Consumer prices to rise after brief price relief

Housing starts still feeling the weight of higher mortgage rates

Consumer 
Price Index

Housing Starts

Feb
14 After a welcomed two months of deceleration, the CPI is expected to increase 0.5 percent in

January. Gasoline prices turned up around 3.5 percent and food prices likely continued to rise at
a moderate rate with the combination of the two boosting the headline reading. Rent and new
vehicles should also post moderate increases, helping to push core CPI 0.4 percent higher. Used
car prices, which have been declining sharply over the past several months, are likely to flatten
out, lessening their drag on core inflation. While the year-on-year measures for the CPI and core
CPI should edge down in January, they will remain highly elevated and keep pressure on the Fed
to keep raising interest rates.

High mortgage rates are keeping buyers from seeing out new single-family homes and home
builders anticipate less foot traffic this spring. The lack of affordability continues to adversely
affect housing demand as well as supply. However, the pullback in mortgage rates in January
might boost building permits even though housing starts likely declined on the month.
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Here’s our outlook for the days ahead. Subscribe to Daily Insight for updates throughout the week.

Sources: BLS/Haver Analytics
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https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/6038d7fb3c104d7fb6cdc4d2bebb10eb
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The economic and market forecasts reflect our opinion as of the date of this report and are subject to change without notice. These forecasts
show a broad range of possible outcomes. Because they are subject to high levels of uncertainty, they will not reflect actual performance. We
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Interested in learning more from Nationwide Economics? Find this and other 
content from Nationwide at blog.nationwidefinancial.com/markets-economy.

Period Actual Previous

Trade Balance December -$67.4b -61.5b

Consumer Credit December $11.565b $27.962b

Initial Jobless Claims Week ending Feb 4 196,000 183,000

U. of Mich. Sentiment February 66.4 64.9

Previous Week’s Indicators

Release Date Period Forecast* Previous

NFIB Small Business Optimism Tuesday January 90 89.8

CPI MoM Tuesday January 0.50% -0.1%

CPI Ex Food and Energy MoM Tuesday January 0.40% 0.3%

Empire Manufacturing Wednesday February -25 -32.9

Retail Sales Advance MoM Wednesday January 1.80% -1.1%

Retail Sales Ex Auto and Gas Wednesday January 0.60% -0.7%

Industrial Production MoM Wednesday January 0.70% -0.7%

Capacity Utilization Wednesday January 79.30% 78.8%

NAHB Housing Market Index Wednesday February 37 35

Building Permits MoM Thursday January 1.50% -1.6%

Housing Starts MoM Thursday January -1.00% -1.4%

Initial Jobless Claims Thursday Week ending Feb 11 200K 196,000

Philadelphia Fed Business Outlook Thursday February -8 -8.9

PPI Final Demand MoM Thursday January 0.40% -0.5%

PPI Ex Food and Energy MoM Thursday January 0.20% 0.1%

Import Price Index MoM Friday January -0.20% 0.4%

Leading Index Friday January -0.40% -0.8%

This Week’s Indicators
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